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Introduction
Established in 1869, the Congregational American Board’s Inanda Seminary was the first,
and is therefore the oldest, all female boarding high school in southern Africa. 1 In 1944, Inanda
Seminary became the first school in South Africa to offer a matriculation course for black
females.2 Inanda Seminary is also the only historic Protestant mission school serving Blacks to
survive apartheid and the implementation of the National Party’s Bantu Education in the mid1950s.3 The latter claim to fame came as a result of tense negotiations and brinkmanship. For
Inanda Seminary, the mid-1950s was a time of limbo, inducing great uncertainty and anxiety; its
very existence was in peril. Unlike other faith traditions, such as the more hierarchical and
financially endowed Roman Catholic Church, Congregationalists were less able to effectively
mobilise the political and financial salvaging of private education.4 The highly democratised
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and predominately rural Congregational mission in Natal had a comparatively weak
denominational polity with which to absorb the title wave that was the government’s take-over
of ecclesiastic schools. Just as the founding of Inanda Seminary “was nothing short of
revolutionary”, its survival is nothing short of miraculous.5 Throughout the succeeding decades
until the new century, the school repeatedly found itself on the verge of closure. The following
narrative chronicles the beginning of many potential ends of the school due to the National
Party government’s implementation of Bantu Education.

Inanda Seminary Campus

Segregation
In January 1954, the American Board for Foreign Missions (American Board) in South
Africa was preparing itself for confrontation with the Nationalist Party implementation of
apartheid and specifically, its enforcement of Bantu Education (Bantu Education Act of 1953,
No. 47). According to Lavinia Scott (1907-1997), the principal of Inanda Seminary from 19371969, the American Board Mission in South Africa was resolute that its “highest loyalty was God
and not to the state” and that “if controversial issues arise, *it+ should persuasively and as firmly
as possible make our positions clear to the powers that be”.6 This position was in contrast to
The Roman Catholic Church, according to Kearney’s research, managed 15 percent of the country’s mission schools
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the American Board’s long held conviction that it should remain as aloof as possible from
political affairs.7 The American Board’s past neutrality had engendered the government’s
support and succor for its schools. As one missioner commented in 1891, “Doubtless one
reason why the government has endorsed the labours of missionaries is the fact that as much
as possible they have abstained from entering the arena of politics, rigidly adhering to their
own appropriate work”.8
The American Board, its mission in South Africa and Inanda Seminary’s aloofness toward
political manifestations of white supremacy through racist legislation prior to the National
Party’s implementation of apartheid to some extent exposes it to accusations of being complicit
or contentedly complying with increasing degrees of segregation in colonial Natal. 9 Heather
Hughes rightly acknowledges that “the structure of Natal colonial society decreed that from the
very beginning the provision of education was fragmented along racial, class and gender
lines…”10 A valid argument can be made that only when racist legislation directly impacted the
work of the church, did the Mission and Seminary discover its defiantly prophetic voice.
However, four qualifications have to be made for the American Board’s and Lavinia Scott’s
belated indignant responses to apartheid legislation’s effect on the school.
First, in the early decades of the twentieth century, most liberals viewed segregation as
benign rather than discriminatory or oppressive. Today, one is understandably but naively
viewed merely as a precursor to the other. However, such a view is anachronistic. During the
colonial era, Inanda Seminary leaders understood a “doctrine of trusteeship” that imposed
upon themselves the role of guardians, “to protect and nurture the ‘backward natives’”.11 Yet,
the American Board envisioned that inevitable equality would follow paternalism. A history of
the American Board conveys this understanding.
[The missioner] recognizes that he must accept with new respect, not only the potential
strength of the natives for whom he is working, but their actual readiness to share in
responsibility. If he is to take his part henceforth as one among equals, it is none the less
possible for him to rank first among equals by reason of his longer experience, his
broader knowledge, and his deeper and more engrained love. And if he is willing to lose
ISA, “A Tribute to Dr Lavinia Scott”, Inanda Seminary yearbook for 1999.
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his life in giving room and leadership to the natives whom he trains, he is really finding a
larger life.12
In the Board’s eyes, segregationist legislation did not necessarily have as its intention perpetual
white supremacy. Rather segregation’s purpose was to suppress what were considered to be
immediate or premature black aspirations for social and political equality.13 In short, whereas
the colonial and independent Natal governments possibly allowed for racial equality in the
indefinite future, apartheid categorically stated, ‘Never’.14
Second, segregation allowed for the social, educational and financial progression of
Blacks, even if to a lesser extent than Whites. In contrast, the apartheid government facilitated
the actual regression of black educational, social and political achievement to its lowest
common denominator. Retrospectively, this difference may seem to be only a nuance.
However, in the context of the time, and given the vision of the American Board Mission, the
difference between the two was radical. One of the primary advocates of a liberal segregation
within educational spheres was Charles Loram (1879-1940). Today, Loram is vilified for being
the architect of Bantu Education before the National Party came to power. However, even by
Albert Luthuli’s (1897-1967) assessment, Loram’s benevolent intentions and efforts, though
paternalistic and condescending, where high-jacked and made to be malevolent by the
Nationalist Party regime.15 As late as 1962, Luthuli, who served on Inanda Seminary’s Advisory
Board from 1936, found Loram to be “one of South Africa’s greatest champions of public and
private sanity and morality”.16 As a friend of the school who contributed to its welfare, Loram
had an influence on the Inanda Seminary from about 1915 as Chief Inspector of Native
Education. Loram laid the cornerstone to Phelps Hall in 1919 and unveiled the school’s first
electrical plant in 1930. In 1920, the principal, Evelyn Clarke (1874-1939), commented how
Loram was “much respected” and advised the introduction of industrial work in every class. 17
Loram believed, as did John L. Dube (1871-1945), that ‘industrial’, or practical, education should
be emphasised as opposed to academic instruction. However, the industrial emphasis need not
be static. During the early 1930s when Inanda Seminary moved away from an industrial to a
12
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more academic emphasis, Loram in a correspondence praised the school for its “adaptation of
education to changing Native needs”.18 Given Loram’s policy views and Dube’s implementation
of them at Ohlange Christian Industrial School, it is not surprising that Inanda Seminary’s
leaders would also be sympathetic to liberal segregationism.
Third, not only did the colonial and responsible government allow the American Board’s
relative progressive racial ethos to operate under the legislative radar screen, it even financially
supported it. In 1870, a year after the school’s founding, the Secretary for Native Affairs for the
colonial government was so impressed with the students’ arithmetic skills that he awarded the
school an annual grant of £100.19 Gracious diplomacy and political noninterference proved
beneficial to Inanda Seminary over the decades. Indeed the colonial and responsible
governments of Natal provided most of the school’s revenue by paying teachers’ salaries and
investing in the construction of its now historic infrastructure. Edwards Hall, Phelps Hall and
Clarke Hall were either opened by government representatives and/or primarily funded
through government grants.20
Fourth and final, to a great extent the American Board and its constituent schools were
completely dependent on the beneficence of the Natal governments and therefore did as little
as possible to antagonise them. Educational grants could cease, land could be confiscated,
scholarships withheld, visas denied and inspections of schools could be made to be nightmares.
Excellent working relations therefore had to be maintained. The American Board had long
fought off hostilities of colonial farmers, angry that the American Board acquired in 1846 large
tracts of land called ‘reserves’, Inanda’s being 11,500 acres, for the purpose of its mission.
Many of the reserves, notably Umvoti (Groutville), were excellent environments for commercial
sugar cane cultivation. In addition, the American Board had during the Bambatha Rebellion in
1906, defended itself from accusations of encouraging ‘Ethiopianism’, the indigenisation and
independence from western missions of African faith traditions that was believed by colonials
to have dangerously spilled into the political realm.
For the above reasons, the American Board Mission and Inanda Seminary had cause to
keep their pedagogical heads low during the Natal governments’ fostering of segregation, be it
liberal or otherwise. The apartheid government’s intentions were observed to be a radical
departure from mere paternalism and segregation. Apartheid represented subjugation and
18
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enslavement for the Blacks and forfeiture to the government, or outright closure, of mission
schools.
Apartheid
On 26 May 1948, Daniel Malan’s (1874-1959) National Party defeated Jan Smuts’ (18701950) United Party to win South Africa’s general election on a platform of ‘apartheid’, or racial
segregation. However, as discussed above, it must be acknowledged that apartheid was
practiced and to a certain extent legislated in South Africa long before the National Party came
to power. One historian who examined the roots of apartheid’s ideological support and
legislative substance in the Cape province stated that “Anyone familiar with the theory and
practice of apartheid in South Africa will recognise that all the essential elements were but in
place [in the early 1890s] fifty-four years before the Nationalist (Party) came to power.”21 The
same can be said for the province of Natal. However, the National Party’s implementation of
the apartheid platform would become more belligerent, comprehensive and draconian in
comparison to previous manifestations of white supremacy.
From the outset of the 1948 victory, a secret society of Afrikaner men, the Broederbond,
consolidated its members in government, business and finance. Many pieces of legislation that
sought to consolidate Afrikaner dominance in society emanated soon after the National Party
came to power.22 Over the next eight years, Malan and his successor, Johannes Strijdom (18931958), systematically mangled parliamentary governance and judicial procedures numerous
times to eventually achieve their objective of denying Cape Coloureds their franchise. In 1950,
the Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act was passed and led to the 1951 Immorality Act
prohibiting marriage and sex, respectively, across racial lines. In 1950 the Population
Registration Act was passed to enable the catagorisation of South African’s heterogeneous
population. The Group Areas Act of 1950 physically divided the country’s people deciding
where Whites, Blacks, Coloureds and Asians could be born, live, work and be buried. Inanda
Seminary’s status was unpredictable as the land on which it was situated could be classified as
“a white spot in a black area or a black spot in a white area”.23 Either could be the case as an
African reserve and a white farm were both adjacent to the school. Also in 1950, the
Suppression of Communism Act outlawed the Communist Party (and all those who too
fervently sought to change the organisation of the state could therefore be labeled
Communists). The Act directly affected supporters of Inanda Seminary, its students’ relatives
and friends and black teachers. In 1952, the carrying of pass books and ‘influx control’
measures were introduced controlling the movement of Blacks. Also in 1952, non-violent
21
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resistance campaigns and strikes by black workers were made illegal. In 1953, the Public Safety
Act allowing for states of emergency was passed. In 1953, the ultimate apartheid legislation
negatively impacting the Inanda Seminary was the Bantu Education Act.
Despite all the above legislation being passed from 1948 to 1953, life at the Inanda
Seminary remained for the most part unchanged. During its first term, the National Party did
not disrupt education. The Natal Education Department’s general assessment of Inanda
Seminary following a 17-18 March 1952 visit was: “premises spotlessly clean, staff zealous,
tone, discipline and general organisation excellent”.24 On a 28 August 1952 visit the Director of
Education, Mr Booysen, commented “Spent delightful morning seeing everything that this
Institution has to show. Strongly impressed by valuable work being done and by general
atmosphere”.25 Until 1953, the Union’s four provinces continued to administer education on
behalf of the central government that ultimately funded education mostly provided by private
state-aided mission schools.
Bantu Education Act
While the National Party enacted legislation to police people’s beds, marriages, travel
and politics, it did not neglect to scheme about education that also had to conform to
apartheid, the grand white supremacy framework. In January 1949, the government appointed
a commission to investigate and discern how the country’s educational system could be made
to be compliant and further the apartheid ideology. The Commission’s terms of reference
called for it to form the principles and aims of education for Blacks.
…the formulation of the principals and aims of education for Natives as an independent
race, in which their past and present, their inherent racial qualities, their distinctive
characteristics and aptitude and their needs under ever-changing social conditions are
taken into consideration.26
The portfolio seemed benign enough, but its motivations were not. To justify the motivations
of the Nationalist Party, the predetermined outcome of the study had to find that Blacks had no
place above certain forms of labour within a society dominated by Whites. For years the
Commission collected evidence from many people, organisations and schools, including Inanda
Seminary. The Commission, named after its chairperson, Werner Eiselen (1899-1977),
deliberated for three years before reporting in 1951. It was the task of the Secretary of Native
Affairs, Hendrik Verwoerd (1901-1966) to implement the new educational system.
24
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On 02 September 1952, Verwoerd confided to a delegation of Roman Catholic bishops
that he appreciated the mission school system. However, he indicated that according to the
findings of the Eiselen Commission, mission education had to be replaced by a better organised
system that emanated from the black community, linking education to the black culture and
providing the people more responsibility for their own system and its own financing. 27 The
premise of Bantu Education sounded benevolent, even logical. The Commission stated the
aims of Bantu Education to be:
From the viewpoint of the whole society the aim of Bantu education is the development
of a modern progressive culture, with social institutions which will be in harmony with
one another and with the evolving conditions of life to be met in South Africa, and with
the schools which must serve as effective agents in this process of development. From
the viewpoint of the individual the aims of Bantu education are the development of
character and intellect, and the equipping of the child for his future work and
surroundings. To harmonise the individual and social viewpoints as stated above, it is
essential to consider the language of the pupils, their home conditions, their social and
mental environment, their cultural traits and their future position and work in South
Africa.28

The Commission viewed education holistically, that is, how a human child learns informally
about its society (culture, heritage, tradition, worldview, etc…) in addition to how a child learns
formally about specialised academic subjects. Mission education taught black children about
society as if they were white, or western. What was learned at mission schools was at odds or
27
28
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even contradicted at home. Therefore, education at home must be compatible, provided
alongside and/or contribute to what is learned at home thus making education as a whole more
‘efficient’. Bantu Education therefore encouraged the use of the vernacular, partnering with
community institutions (e.g. traditional leadership29) and homogeneous indigenous faculties.
Schools must be linked as closely as possible with existing Bantu social institutions, and a
friendly though not necessarily uncritical attitude maintained between the schools and
these institutions; the mother tongue should be used as the medium of instruction for at
least the duration of the primary school…Bantu personnel should be used to the
maximum to make the schools as Bantu in spirit as well as to provide employment.30
In order to facilitate the grafting of formal education to cultural/tradition/society, arts and
crafts and manual labour were emphasised in the curriculum. Teachers who taught arts and
crafts well were praised by the government as they “not only have done a great service to the
children but also to the development of Bantu culture in South Africa”.31 Pupils’ manual labour,
especially agriculture and landscaping, not only prepared them for their (sole) role in South
African society, it decreased operating costs of the government to maintain schools. Perhaps
most importantly, manual labour within the curriculum fostered an education that would be
appropriate for the domestic confinement of Blacks on reserves, that is, in rural areas, away
from white urban industrial centres (except when engaged in migrant labour).32
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A productive school garden and attractive school grounds are assets, but they fulfill their
real purpose educationally only when all the principles of good husbandry are practiced
and taught.33
The Commission’s found that that schools for Blacks catered for a relatively small
percentage of black children despite the fact between 1925 and 1955, the number of Black
pupils multiplied five-fold.34 By the 1940s, only 25% of Black children of school-going age
actually went to school.35 Therefore, the Commission rightly found that a deficit of schools
existed.
…bearing in mind the great social need for education it is imperative that the not
unlimited funds available for Bantu education should be administered with the
maximum efficiency. So long as the Bantu are able to attend schools it must be of major
importance to spread available moneys as far as is consistent with efficiency.36
Educational institutions available to Blacks had to be increased dramatically and this
presumably could only be done by the state. In and of itself, this finding is benign, even sound.
However, if the finding that a shortage of schools provided too little education to too little of
the black population, then a partnership with the mission schools (an ‘in addition to’ rather
than an ‘instead of’) would be more logical. Such had been the case with the provinces when a
“fairly happy and productive partnership” existed.37
The Commission determined that the student drop-out rate was high and standards of
achievement among Blacks were generally low. Rather than a lack of finances, the Commission
reasoned that schools, most of which were private and religious based, taught inefficiently. The
Commission found that in addition to being administered by four different provinces, the
mission schools possessed ‘European’ methods, languages and expectations that were
incongruous with a developing African people. Some schools were American, some German,
some Norwegian, some Catholic some Protestant. The Commission found that education for
Blacks should be compatibly engineered for Blacks. The Commission understood that the
mission societies designed education for the needs of their mission societies, to be their
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teachers, their nurses, their ministers of religion and not for the black people or African society
as a whole.
The Commission recognised that the provinces and mission schools were not in other
ways involved in black socio-economic development. The Native economic Commission
reported:
The inevitable effect of the underdevelopment of the Reserves is that the orientation of
most advanced Natives has been towards Europeans. Instead of finding in his own area
a fruitful field for using their energies and their knowledge to uplift their own people,
they have been forced out from among them and become ‘exiles’ elsewhere. To develop
the Natives, and the Reserves; to make the dead hand of tribalism into a progressive
force; to set the natives mass in motion on the upward path of civilisation, and to enable
them to shoulder the burden of their own advancement – such must be, the main
approach to the solution of the Native problem in its economic aspect.38
This finding, at least for the American Board, is dubious. The American Board had always
encouraged entrepreneurial trade, commercial agriculture and medical advancements in its
communities, churches, schools and its hospital (McCord Zulu Hospital). While the Commission
could plausibly argue that the missions did not develop black society as a whole, the missions
did develop communities and those communities were rapidly changing society. Therein lays
the disingenuousness of the government. The development plan in which education for Blacks
had to be situated was the apartheid plan.
Closely linked to the fact that there were not enough schools, the Commission believed
that within the mission context, ‘higher’ education often took preference to and the expense of
primary education. At least in Natal, virtually all secondary schools available to Africans were
operated by churches.39 It was found that education therefore catered for an emerging
bourgeoisie rather than for the wider indigenous society from which the educated elite then
separated itself.40 As a result, primary, rather than secondary or tertiary, education would be
prioritised by the government. The majority base of the society would be educated rather than
an urbanised Christian elite. A great many more primary day schools could be constructed and
operated than secondary boarding schools. A greater educational need could be met while
more efficiently utilising resources. However, the government’s actual worry was not a
bifurcated African society caused by an educated elite imposing itself over an undereducated
majority. The government’s prime concerns were two-fold: the danger posed by mission
38
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schools training of political elites who would challenge the white supremacist government and
insufficient education of the masses to be able to understand commands and perform basic
forms of manual labour.
According to the Commission’s findings, education should be centralized and, in the
government’s view, less chaotic. Responsibility for education would be removed from the
provinces and the increasingly diverse and numerous local mission societies. Education would
be designed for local applicability in segregated communities. Three types of schools could
exist: government, community (local authorities, magistrates and chiefs under the control of
the government) and private state-aided schools (whose subsidies would be quickly phased
out). Education would be controlled by the central government’s Division of Bantu Education
that operated within the Department of Native Affairs. A culling was to take place. In 1953,
there were 5,000 state-aided mission schools. By June 1955, 551 state-mission school existed,
over half of them (286) in Natal.41 By 1965, there were only 509 out of a total 7,222 schools in
South Africa.42
The American Board and its mission’s institutional memories may have also raised alarm
bells regarding the implementation of Bantu Education. One hundred years ago, the American
Board to its detriment carried out at least three of Bantu Educations directives. Following a
seven month deputation visit to India, the American Board’s Secretary, Rufus Anderson and
AC Thompson of the Prudential Committee presented in 1855 a report to the Board that
drastically revised how mission work was conducted. The report’s recommended a “narrower
educational policy”, one that directed that educational initiatives should be drastically scaled
back to exclusively benefit far fewer native mission workers.43 Mission education was
drastically curtailed to catechistical or theological training. A second recommendation directed
that teaching should be done in the vernacular. A third recommendation was that mission
instrumentalities such as churches, presses and schools be indigenised to provide increased
“native agency”.44 The American Board’s own history records the 1856 decision as “wrong” as
events showed “and the Board was at length compelled to return”.45 The diminishing of higher
education “was inevitably depressing”, “unwise” and “intolerable”.46 For example, in the
Ceylon mission, higher schools of the mission similar to Inanda Seminary suffered loss in
numbers and influence, the village, or community schools, sixty in number, were flourishing
with over 2,000 pupils in them.47
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A Culling Begins

Representing the government, Hendrik Verwoerd, sent a correspondence on 02 August
1953 to the American Board’s Adams College and other mission institutions indicating that the
government would take over institutions that trained black teachers.48 Another
correspondence dated the same was sent to Inanda Seminary and all other state-aided mission
primary and secondary schools. In effect, the latter correspondence conveyed the following
possibilities for the Inanda Seminary:
1. apply to continue to be a private school with no state subsidy (for teacher’s salaries);
2. apply to continue to be a private school with a 25% reduction in the subsidy (in April
1955, the government conveyed that subsidies would decrease in 25% increments
until they would cease in January 1958);
3. forfeit by sale the school and hostels to the government;
4. forfeit by sale the school to the government while maintaining control of the
hostels;
5. outright closure of the school and its conversion by the mission for an alternative
usage.
Wait and See
According to the Native Affairs Department Circular Minute No. 252/302 of 02 August
1954, the school’s government subsidy would be reduced to 75% of the teachers’ salaries.49 In
a 17 December 1954 correspondence to the Minister of Native Affairs, the acting principal of
48
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Inanda Seminary, Agnes Wood (1896-1998), stated that the school “plans to continue under its
present Mission control as long as it is able to do so…” (my emphasis).50 One could see,
however, that the subsidy reduction was only the beginning of what was to come in the next
few years. The pressure to close had begun.
On 1 April 1955, the following entry was made in Inanda Seminary’s Log Book :
The school came officially under the Native Affairs Department, Division of Bantu
Education, with a 75% subsidy of teachers’ salaries. Each staff member signed a new
contract with the school, which included a clause that the salary would be subsidised by
the school to make it equal to what she would obtain on the official salary scale
according to her qualifications.51
In 1955, Inanda Seminary’s Annual Report conveyed to those concerned of “the
government’s new requirements, forms, conditions of service for teachers and so on”.52 The
government repeatedly sent representatives to the school for official visits, casing the site so as
to most effectively determine its strengths and weakness, hoping to minimise the former and
maximise the latter. It seemed as if the school was walking on egg shells. The new directives
caused much trial and tribulation as staff, both black and white, felt the constant strain and
stress “due to uncertainty as to what blows might fall and what changes might come up next”.53
In 1955, the government seemed to show its hand and foretold what was to occur. From 01
April to 31 December 1956, the government’s subsidy to the school would be further reduced
to 50% of the teachers’ salaries. By 01 January 1957 to 31 December 1957, the government’s
subsidy would be further reduced to 25% of the teachers’ salaries. By 01 January 1958, all
subsidies would be removed. It seemed clear that if the government would not terminate the
school legislatively; it would instead allow it a reasonably quick financial asphyxiation. In
addition to cutting subsidies, the government forbade the school from raising school fees.
However, the American Board countered each reduction by increasing its donation to Inanda
Seminary by US$ 4,000.00 in 1955 and by another US$ 2,500.00 in 1956.54 Special gifts from
Congregational churches and individuals also increased (according to Lavinia Scott, more was
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donated in the last six months than in the entire previous twenty years since she came to
Inanda Seminary).55 At the end of her report, Scott looked forward and wrote:
And what can we say now? Is it worthwhile to carry on, when most institutions have
been handed over to the government, in whole or in part? We believe that distinctly
Christian education is important now as it ever was. We believe that the Christian
impact is bound to be lessened in those schools that surrender a large part of their
control to the government. We believe there will inevitably be a lowering of standards
for some years to come, and that it is important that even a few schools stand against
the current and maintain the highest possible standards of scholarship, discipline and
Christian character.56
During 1956 there seemed to be a silence; information from the government was not as
forthcoming. Understanding that the Minister of Native Affairs was not in favour of allowing
private schools, there was nonetheless a provision in the Bantu Education Act that recognised
their existence. Having limited information but anticipating an avenue for continued existence,
the American Board resolved by July 1956 that in April 1957 the school would apply for a permit
that would allow it to operate without government aid as a private school with the permission
of the Minister of Native Affairs.57
Other strategies for survival were discerned. If subsidies were cut and school fees
(tuition) could not be raised, perhaps the balance of funds not received through overseas
donations could be recovered by increasing the boarding (food and accommodation) fees.
Creative accounting could enable one to “distribute everything possible as board – on [the]
books”.58 However, the government seemed also to have jurisdiction, and thus a veto, over
boarding fees. Besides, the fee increases for boarding would be a hardship to parents. Only a
small increase would likely be accepted. In 1956, fees were £24 at Inanda Seminary and £28 at
Adams College. The government accepted Adams College’s proposal to increase fees to £30.
However, £30 seemed to Lavinia Scott to be an impossible hike for parents to shoulder.59
Income generating projects were also considered, but ruled out due to excessive capital startup costs. The only other option for increased revenue was increased donations from the
domestic church, for example, Bantu Congregational Church or its women’s fellowship (Isililo).
However, due to the primarily rural environment of its members and the general poor socio55
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economic state of most Blacks in South Africa, such funds could only be of small, though
meaningful, assistance.
Though 1956 brought a reprieve in government directives and visits, the American
Board leaders expected the worst. In a Saturday morning 07 July 1956 meeting , John Reuling
(1906-1990), the American Board’s Africa regional secretary from 1946 to 1962, understood the
stakes and advocated a strategy that made a “loud noise softly – to run fast softly” in order not
“to endanger life and schools”.60 Realised was that the government had the power to close
schools and to deport missionaries. Adams College, fifty kilometers south was on the verge of
being closed.61 American Board members understood the government to be offering an
ultimatum: “If you do not accept our programme, any requests from you will be put on one side
until you do”.62 Indigenous ministers and lay leaders of the American Board argued that
mission stations, schools, pastors, the Bantu Cane Growers’ Association should be conscientised
about the dangerous situation. The Pastor’s Conference already had fired off a letter to the
government urging that Adams College and Inanda Seminary should not be closed as they are
“giving fine Christian Education to our young people”.63
On Monday, 09 July 1956 the practical implications of the government’s new policies
were discussed. Regarding day schools, Lavinia Scott recorded what one time Adams College
principal, Karl Brueckner (1882-1965), reported: that there was much…
…confusion and uncertainty, no one seems to have authority. Some teachers had
not been paid for months. [The] government is supposed to be maintaining
[undecipherable], but has done nothing [for] nearly one and a half years. Many
schools have been supplied with no chalk or other equipment, and only a very
small amount [and the] cheapest sewing materials. Rents owing to us by
government are [undecipherable) £800 in arrears now.64
Regarding night schools, Brueckner continued to report on night schools, while Scott silently
interjected on paper:
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[The] government refuses to continue to pay a subsidy which has made night
school possible. Only Africans legally employed and registered in an area may
attend. [The] government hopes to transfer most night schools away from
European areas to native locations. [The] government says night schools must
change fees to cover teachers’ salaries. (Impossible!) *The fees would increase
from c. 5/- to c. 30/- a year per pupil. (Yet [the] government says missions may
not change fees in their schools!) [There is a danger that upper standards will be
crowded out by larger numbers of children in first four years (double session).
*The+ government doesn’t want them to learn too much.65
Regarding language, principals were instructed by the Department of Bantu Education to
conduct official correspondence with Inspectors and other education officials in the vernacular,
not in English.66
A 12 July 1956 correspondence from Francois de Villiers (1900-1980), Under-Secretary
for Native Affairs Department and Director of Bantu Education, to the Secretary of Adams
College officially denied permission for Adams College to become a private school thus
dooming it to the clutches of a grossly inferior Bantu Education.67 The school would be closed
on 31 December 1956. By 20 July 1956, Reuling wrote to members of the American Board
Mission Council and the Adams College Council requesting them to attend a meeting at the
American Board Assembly rooms in Beatrice Street, Durban that would strategise for the
Executive Committee’s upcoming negotiations on 01 August with the government’s
65
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Department of Education represented by Francois de Villiers and Samuel Dent (1897-?),
Regional Director of Bantu Education.68 The negotiations would centre on the “turning over to
the government by lease all or a portion of the property of Adams College for the use of a
government school”.69
Lavinia Scott concluded her July 1956 report with the following remarks:
The outlook is dark – but no darker than when Mrs Edwards prayed, “Lord, take
my right hand”.70 And the challenge is perhaps similar to that which she faced
when she took her tooth-brush and night-dress to Pietermaritzburg and offered
to go to jail rather than surrender a certain student to a cruel heathen
father…We go forward in faith – faith that God has a purpose for each of us, for
our work, for the African people, and that if the continuance of Inanda Seminary
is in the plan of God, we need not fear for its future.71
Meeting with Government Officials
In accordance with John Reuling’s subsequent 20 July 1956 invitation to Samuel Dent
and Francois de Villiers to meet, two meetings were held. The first meeting on 01 August was
held at and concerned Adams College.72 The second concerning Inanda Seminary was held the
following day, on 02 August.73 The meetings between American Board representatives and de
Villiers and Dent are telling. So telling that the conversation within requires an in-depth, blow
by blow, account. A ‘fly on the wall perspective’, if you will.
At Adams
At Adams, John Reuling launched into a speech that must have been disconcerting to all
present. Reuling spoke under no uncertain terms explaining that the closure of Adams College
is a “shock to the American Board”. The long delay in Adams’ application for private status led
the American Board to expect that conditions were being considered. Reuling scolded the
government’s representatives, telling them that the buildings and all there within were given
68
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for a Christian school. Disillusionment and embarrassment was felt by all. Furthermore,
Reuling pontificated, private citizens would be deprived of a chance of contributing to the
educational upliftment of Africans. A long list of concerns, regarding the name of the college,
finances, sale or lease, library, equipment, the theological school and a public statement were
presented.74
Albert Luthuli’s criticism that the churches did “almost nothing” in reaction to the
government’s withdrawal of support for Christian mission institutions misleads.75 According to
Alan Paton, Adams College “resisted to the end” and exhausted every procedural possibility to
save the school from “the evil doctrine that has corrupted so many Christians in a Christian
country”.76 From George (Jack) Grant’s (1907-1978) narration of the closing, one learns that
the College mobilised and “received the blessing and backing of important and responsible
Church organisations in the country and overseas” – financial included.77 The Action
Committee of the Christian Council of South Africa (CCSA) became involved by meeting
personally with the Minister of Native Affairs who promptly and emphatically dashed any hopes
of Adams becoming a private school as “virtually NO NEW Private Schools would be permitted”
(The emphasis was that of the Minister of Native Affairs as reported by the Christian Council of
South Africa to Adams College.).78
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Following the early August meeting regarding the closing of Adams College, the
secretary, Julia Hosken, announced the fifty-fifth meeting of the Council of Governors to be
held at the American Board Mission Board room Beatrice Street, Durban.79 The meeting
discussed four resolutions: the negative decision of the Minister of Native Affairs to allow
Adams College to register as a private school, the “inevitable” closing of the school on 31
December 1956, notification that the American Board mission will likely sell all movable and
immovable assets to the government and that the Council be authorised to fulfill its
constitutional obligations in closing the school and the trusteeship of its assets.80
At Inanda
The meeting at Inanda Seminary was a continuation of the previous day’s meeting at
Adams College with the exception of a change of institutional focus. De Villiers explained that
the only schools (besides Adams) that have been refused private status are new ones started in
opposition to the Bantu Education Act. De Villiers went on to explain that the refusal of new
schools was in large part because some of them employed, even as principals, teachers who
had been names under the Suppression of Communism Act. The question was asked, “What
about Adams?” De Villiers disclosed that Mr and Mrs Grant (the Principal of Adams College and
his wife) were very active in criticising the Bantu Education Act. De Villiers however conceded
that Grant’s statements of opposition had declined recently. Grant, and others of the American
Board obviously realised, as per the earlier cited 07 July 1956 meeting, that the difference
between closing a school and keeping a school open for the benefit of its black students was
whether one kept one’s mouth shut. Lavinia Scott incisively pointed out that the Grants did not
utilise the school as a center of opposition, but rather spoke in their personal capacity. De
Villiers retorted, “Well, there is such a thing as being too liberal”. John Reuling bravely
interjected that such a comment from de Villiers sounded like “thought control”. Reuling
inquired if any criticism of the government is ruled out or considered subversive. De Villiers
then reminded those gathered that they were dealing with African people, who are largely
primitive. De Villiers emphasised that one must be careful what African people were taught.
De Villiers made great efforts to celebrate the practical benefits of Inanda Seminary
falling under the government’s ownership. For one, he explained, there would be no financial
worries. De Villiers articulated that the Mission could maintain control of the hostels and
therefore the free time of the students, afterhours and on weekends. The staff would be kept
on. The government would allow just as much religious education as is currently offered. The
government made no provisions for a chaplain, which had always been part of the leadership at
79
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Inanda Seminary. However, a £3 per capita grant would finance the employment of a chaplain.
The question was asked of de Villiers, “Who admits students, carries on correspondence,
collects fees, etc…?” The response was, “the Mission”, to which Scott cheekily blurted out, “All
the dirty work!” Possibly in exasperation to his outburst, de Villiers asked what it was that they
feared? Incredibly, he stated that with government ownership, there would be no real change.
Scott tactically yielded to his point, but eruditely pointed out that there was no guarantee for
the future.
As the conversation continued, Francois de Villiers, in a weak moment of transparency
interjected that there is only one thing that might annoy the Mission: The school probably
would not be able to hold interracial social affairs. To which his colleague, Samuel Dent,
questioned, “But that surely would not be made a regulation!”81 De Villiers, his senior,
confided “Yes, it may”. It was in line with government policy that interracial social affairs may
not occur.
Further Discussion
Following the news that the government would close Adams College, questions swirled
over the fate of its sibling school, Inanda Seminary. When and to whom shall Inanda Seminary
apply for permission to be classified as a private school without government subsidy? Now?
Does Inanda have a better prospect than Adams? When would a response from the
government likely to be forthcoming? Has any school been given permission to constitute itself
as a private school? Perhaps most exasperating, Lavinia Scott exclaimed, “What is the
government’s objection to private schools?” The prospect of Inanda Seminary’s reclassification
led its leaders to question what was happening to other schools such as St. Chad’s and St.
Hilda’s. The change of the school’s status would not be confined to education. People’s
residencies would be affected with a government takeover. What would be the status of the
glebe? Questions fell like an avalanche. If granted private school status, would the government
have the right to inspect the school? Would the government have jurisdiction over the hiring of
staff? Would the government prescribe syllabi and salaries? Regarding the staff, or students
81
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for that matter, could they transfer to a government or community school at a later stage? If
the government owned the school, what is the status of foreign nationals and how would they
be paid? Could the school accept students from other provinces? If primary schools were
transferred from the missions to ‘Bantu’ community schools and the students as a result were
less academically prepared, from what pool would private secondary schools such as Inanda
obtain qualified students? The variables seemed dizzying. “What if we all become government
servants?”82
Prior to a 21 September meeting with SR Dent accompanied by his colleague RF
Hawksley (School Circuit Inspector), Inanda Seminary leaders speculated about what to ask and
what he was likely to ask? Curiously, Samuel Dent, the Natal Native Affairs representative
seemed far more sympathetic and helpful than his colleague from the national government,
Francois de Villiers. During his visit to the school, Dent warned of a great danger that Inanda
Seminary’s application to be a private school would be turned down as Adams was, thus forcing
the school to closed by a government take-over. Dent sympathised that “it would be tragic” if
Inanda Seminary ceased to exist or turned into a government secondary day school. To one
suggestion by [HJ] van Zyl, Inspector of Bantu Education, to RJ Hawksley that Inanda Seminary
re-invent itself to provide higher primary classes seemed “madness” to Dent. Dent seemed
genuinely endeared to the school’s missiological purpose. Dent, perhaps in opposition to
national preferences, argued for a middle ground: don’t sell out to the government – don’t try
to be independent, but rather become a government school while retaining the missiological
means to fulfill its vision. Dent understood the control of the boarding institution, rather than
education, as the primary means by which the mission could accomplish it missiological
influence, even quantifying it to be 90% of its influence. Dent further tried to sell the idea that
present staff could continue to be employed, though an American was unlikely to be appointed
principal.83 The government would have no objection to her being an “assistant teacher”, on a
“temporary basis” as European (that is white South African) teachers are very scarce.84
Lavinia Scott felt comfortable enough with Dent to ask, “But why, if the government
does not intend to change things, does it insist on complete control?” Dent responded
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honestly, “I don’t know. It is very stubborn”.85 Behind de Villiers’ back it seems, Dent returned
to the question of interracial teas: So long as the government issued no specific prohibition in
writing, Inanda Seminary could continue to have interracial teas – or certainly teas at staff
meetings. “Certainly you could find ways of getting together”. In a conciliatory manner, Dent
assured Scott that other missions were quite happy about the cooperative arrangements with
the government. Dent advised Scott on practicalities such as what exactly to include in the
application: syllabi, sketch plan of the school that indicate the location, dimensions and the
physical makeup of buildings and out-buildings and a sketch plan of the schools immediate
environment showing the distances to the nearest state, community, state-aided and/or farm
schools.
From the meeting’s transcription, it is not known whether Lavinia Scott or Samuel Dent
made the following conclusion: “The government evidently does not consider that the
American Board Mission is entirely free from being politically disturbing”.86 The apartheid
government’s suspicions would not be novel. For decades, particularly during the turn of the
century after the Bambatha Rebellion, the Natal colonial government suspected the American
Board as a political threat to prudent governance. The Congregational church strove to
encourage a democratic form of church polity and thus train indigenous ministers to oversee
local churches. Such practice was antithetical to a white supremacist ideology. The
government frowned upon such developments, desiring that all missions for the indigenous
population be led by a ‘European’ (White).
Application
Following Francois de Villiers visit in August 1956 and Samuel Dent’s visit and advice in
September, applications to be considered private unaided schools dated 19 September and
30 September were submitted for the “Inanda Seminary” and the “Inanda Seminary Industrial
School”, respectively.87 The only substantive difference between the two being the number of
students catered for by each school, three hundred for Inanda Seminary and seventy for the
Industrial School. Accompanying the application were diagrams and descriptions of all
buildings, a map of the school grounds and separate syllabi for the high school (Inanda
Seminary) and the industrial department (Inanda Seminary Industrial School). For the high
school, Standard VII (according to the old Natal Native Education Department), a Junior
Certificate (according to the University Junior Certificate) and Matriculation (according to the
85
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Joint Matriculation Board) syllabi were submitted. For the industrial department, first and
second year syllabi according to the official Technical School prescriptions of the Natal
Educational Department were submitted. Lavinia Scott attached a letter of motivation to
application in which she articulated…
her belief that there was a place for a school of the type of Inanda Seminary, where good
academic and practical training could be given in a Christian atmosphere, and where
character development and Christian experience, service and witness could be given
central place.88
The application was recommended and forwarded by the two Natal representatives,
Samuel Dent and RF Hawksley. Since the application’s submittal in September until January
1957, no word had been received from Pretoria, though it was known that Hawksley had been
pushed by Pretoria for certain details. Plans had to be made and steps had to be taken in the
event that Pretoria’s much delayed response would be protracted. The unfortunate delay and
seemingly intentional botching of Adams application by the government haunted those at
Inanda Seminary. Agreed was that the school would request official confirmation of Pretoria’s
receipt of the applications and that monthly inquiries through the District Inspector as to the
application’s status would be requested.
In the meantime, options had to be discerned. According to an informal document
drafted by Lavinia Scott on 8 January 1957, the school envisioned a number of scenarios.
1. The school is granted status as a private school and thus allowed to continue.
Thereafter, the Woman’s Board would provide a grant of US$ 5,000.00.
2. The school allows itself to be taken over by the government, whilst the American
Board Mission retains responsibility for the hostels. Scott viewed there to be
dangers and insecurities with this scenario, but also opportunity.
3. Sell out.
4. Close the school, thus retaining the property and utilising it for other purposes such
as a conference centre or a theology school transferred from Adams.89
In July 1957, Lavinia Scott wrote in her report to the American Board Mission how
important it was to see that the benefits of the Inanda Seminary to the work of the church be
preserved. In addition to advocacy directed toward the government, Lavinia also had to
convince some in the Mission. Inanda Seminary had always been a burden on the Mission’s
finances, its closure might be a welcome relief to some as resources for raw ministry could be
unleashed. In fact, for the school to survive, its income from the American Board and the
88
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Mission had to triple from £3,000 to £9,000 to make up the government’s previous £6,000
contribution.90 Scott understood that the school strengthened the churches, enriched the
home life of its members, inspired and trained its leaders, cemented the bonds of friendship
and understanding between races and preserved the faith and hope in the hearts of the African
people. In short, she affirmed that the school was an extension of the kingdom of God on
earth.91
Approval
The school operated throughout 1957 not knowing if it would be able to open in January
1958. Finally, a correspondence (Ref. 24/302/1769/1) from the Regional Director of Bantu
Education in Pietermaritzburg dated 23 November 1957 was received stating that the Inanda
Seminary could exist as a private unaided school.92 In the last entry of the Log Book, Lavinia
Scott wrote:
The end of the school year of 1957 marks the end of Inanda’s many years of existence as
a Government-Aided Mission School. Under the Bantu Education Act, there is no longer
any provision for such a school; and permission has been requested, and granted, for the
Seminary to continue after December 31st as a private school with no financial aid from
the Government. We wish to record our gratitude for the help – both financial and
advisory from the Government of Natal, and later from the Union Government. The
record is one of cordial cooperation of the American Board Mission, the Staff of the
School, and the Inspectors of the Education Departments, in the service of the African
people; and we believe that the results achieved have richly justified the system of
missionary schools aided by the Government. It is with regret that we see this period of
Inanda’s life come to a close, through we look forward to the future with hope.93
Yes, there was hope. However, the hope was tinged by fear. In January 1958, Lavinia
Scott still speculated that the government coveted the school property. Given the financial
precariousness of the school, the decision to remain a private unaided school had to always be
reassessed. In January 1958, Scott still questioned whether the government would buy if the
school agreed to sell, though the overall hope would be to keep the property. It would be
better for the church to maintain ownership of the campus and convert it to a conference
90
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centre. The school had to be diplomatic. A fear existed that if the school was too cheeky by
questioning and resisting the conditions set upon it, the government might be tempted to
expropriate the school. On the other hand, Scott thought the government would think twice
before closing the school outright. After all, perhaps the government allowed the school to
remain private as proof of its benevolence and open mindedness towards private schools. 94
More than likely however, the school was allowed to survive because in the midst of black and
white patriarchal societies, females were not viewed to be future political threats. Also, Inanda
Seminary was not targeted to the degree that Adams was because it did not formally train
teachers.
By June 1958, the Industrial School also received permission to exist as a private
institution with the same conditions placed on it as the secondary school. It was later
determined that in the future the schools no longer needed to be registered separately.
Though a private school, Inanda Seminary still remained under the thumb of the
apartheid government and its new education system. Above all, the most difficult problem to
surmount was that of financially affording to run the schools without government subsidy. No
doubt, by removing the subsidy and not allowing the school to charge tuition, the government
hoped that the school would collapse in just a few years. In a personal correspondence to the
United States, Agnes Wood wrote:
As we are not allowed to raise fees to help cover our expenses, and as the African people
could not possibly pay any realistic fees, we must look to churches in America. Do you
feel that a school like ours, with Christian ideals, should be kept going in spite of the
heavy cost? The government controlled schools should, and probably will, give a good
general education. What can we give that is more than they will do? I asked one of our
African teachers the answer to that question and she said, “It is the extra things.” It was
hard for her to explain but she gave as examples, the extra care and thoughtfulness for
teachers and girls, the encouragement of Christian organisations, and, I add from
another source, the fellowship of good will and comparative lack of fear in the
relationships between races and language groups represented here”.95
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Though the government granted the school private status, numerous restrictions
engendered great anxieties and difficulties for the school. Harsh conditions prohibited the use
of English as a medium of religious instruction, the charging of tuition and the expansion or
development of the school’s infrastructure. Restrictions inferred that students with private
school qualifications would not be recognised if they wished to work in public schools and that
teachers’ experience in private institutions might not be recognised if they wished to transfer to
the public sector. Ethnic restrictions cast in doubt who the school could admit.96 All of the
above made planning for 1958 distressing to say the least.
The government required that isiZulu be the medium of instruction for religion.97 One
assistant teacher from Durban advocated the government’s position when he wrote:
It is therefore necessary that subjects such as Health and Scripture should be a part of
the child’s daily life, not just subjects learnt at school. If these subjects are taught in the
vernacular they are more likely to be linked with the home and the tribe than if they are
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taught in a foreign language. In the latter case they might be reckoned as things for
Europeans, but not very important for the African people.98
Inanda Seminary would have difficulty complying with the requirement to teach in the
vernacular. Many of the American Board’s appointment to the Seminary were short-term.
Most short-term and long term appointees were expected to learn conversational isiZulu or be
fluent, respectively. However, few would be able to learn isiZulu well enough to teach it at a
Junior Certificate or Matriculation level. Lavinia Scott’s many correspondences urgently
requested clarification on these matters. They seemed to be ignored until the Mission Council
requested the Secretary of the Mission to write to the government. Sam Kaetzel’s 24 March
correspondence to the Regional Director was finally answered 06 May 1958 by FJ de Villiers
himself.99 De Villiers tersely and unsympathetically ended the matter by writing “the
requirements concerning the medium of instruction are the same as for Government or
Community schools – neither more nor less rigid”. The condition remained unchanged.
Concerning the prohibition of tuition fees, de Villiers stated “I have to inform you that it
is likely to be a permanent condition since it is the Government’s policy not to charge any
tuition fees”. On the restriction against infrastructural development, for example, with hostels,
de Villiers stated, “The ruling about the hostels should be accepted as it stands”.
Lavinia Scott and the Mission Council worried about a restriction that implied that
“trainees” from private schools would not have their qualifications recognised by government
schools. De Villiers stated that this was a misunderstanding. The condition was intended for
training schools, such as those that were at Adams. The matter did not apply to Inanda and fell
away.
Lavinia Scott and the Mission were particularly concerned about the government’s
refusal to assure private teachers that their experience and service at Inanda Seminary will be
recognised if they so chose to transfer to the public sphere. This refusal rightfully dismayed
Scott, for qualifications, conditions, salary, curriculum, even school inspections all remained the
same. Pietermaritzburg responded that no assurance would be given and “each application for
recognition of service will be considered on its own merits”.100 De Villiers later stated that the
matter would be further discussed. However, “in the meantime it should be assumed that
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experience in private schools will not count”. Scott had good reason to be very concerned. Not
only could the quality of students be diminished by Bantu Education, so could the quality of
teachers. This restriction attempted to scare teachers out of private education, into the public
sector. With no guarantee, the years of service at the Inanda Seminary may simply not be
relevant on their curriculum vitae. In short, the government was trying to ‘pinch’ the teachers
from the mission schools, thus undermining them and causing them to consider closing down.
In March 1955, the Federal Council of African Teachers’ Association requested the government
to assist mission school teachers with their ‘plight’. The Association indicated that mission
schools that remained independent could not pay their teachers’ sufficiently. Because teachers
could not be “blame[d+ for the decision of their Churches”, “every facility” should be made to
enable them to escape the mission schools for the public sector. Therefore, “the Churches
would then have to depend for their supply teachers upon those fresh from College who
voluntarily enter into the new contract”.101
In May 1958, with many of the questions answered and conditions swallowed, Lavinia
Scott submitted an update to be included in the Mission newsletter. In short, she said the
Seminary was open for business.102 In an annual report dated January 1959, Scott commented:
How lasting this [Government] approval may be, we have no way of knowing; but at
least we feel, in light of developments at other schools, that our decision to carry on
without government aid was a wise and right one.103
By this time, girls entering Inanda Seminary were exposed to Bantu Education for six years. Due
to the government’s emphasis on the vernacular, the quality of students coming out of other
secondary schools was declining. Hence Scott could affirm the decision not to close. Lavinia
continued her report.
It has given us the opportunity to maintain the standards and ideals that we believe in,
and the distinctively Christian character of the school, much better than we could have
done with any other choice that was open to use…104
However, though Inanda Seminary could attempt to control what came out of the Seminary, it
was almost powerless to control what came in as the American Board primary schools had long
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since become government or community schools. In the end, Bantu Education diminished the
capacity of what came in so what came out still remained a lesser quality.
Despite the restrictions placed on the school and the negative ramifications of Bantu
Education the purpose of the school remained as follows: a continuing of Christian concern for
African youth, freedom in the choice of staff, natural and friendly relations between the races,
training in Christian service and leadership among the students, more opportunities to develop
African women of strong character, moral courage, enlightened Christian faith and personal
dedication to the Kingdom of God.105 By 01 March 1959, on the school’s ninetieth anniversary,
Inanda Seminary was the only private Protestant mission high school for African girls in South
Africa.106
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